I'm NSA head Admiral Mike Rogers.

I visited Trump Tower on Nov 17th, 2016. The next day, Trump's transition team moved from Trump Tower to New Jersey.

Obama and Clapper tried to fire me. President Trump has kept me on the job.
ФУК ВАШИХ КОЛОБКОВ

STOP TALKING ABOUT MY FUCKING WALNUT SAUCE
I'M TELLING MY MOM ABOUT YOUR WALNUT SAUCE

HONEY BOO BOO LOVED MY WALNUT SAUCE
THE TRUTH COMES OUT..
C BTS

You cannot hide... We will find you...
You can run... We know all you do!
We can hear you breathing
What is a map?
Why is a map useful?
What is a legend?
Why is a legend useful?
What is a sequence?
Why is this relevant?
When does a map become a guide?
What is a keystone?
Everything stated is relevant.
Everything.
Future provides past.
#breadcrumbs
WILLIAM MORGAN (ANTI-MASON)

DIED MYSTERIOUSLY ON 9/11/1826
SOMETIMES Q HAVE TO SHUT DOWN AN ENTIRE AIRPORT TO KEEP CRIMINALS FROM FLEEING
BETA CUCKS ROASTING
ON AN OPEN FIRE...

In Other News:
Bill Clinton has Reported
his Asteroid Missing
YOU TELL THAT ASSHOLE

I INVENTED GRABBING HER BY THE PUSSY
BOMBS AWAY

ENJOY THE SHOW
WHAT YA'LL NIGGAS KNOW ABOUT

THAT 5D CHESS GAME?

chess pieces = cabal "cult" ranking
MAKE MORE MOVES AND LESS ANNOUNCEMENTS
"Wanna play a game?" - Q

Get fuhQed

Turn in your guns!
HARD TIMES CREATE STRONG MEN

STRONG MEN CREATE GOOD TIMES

GOOD TIMES CREATE WEAK MEN

WEAK MEN CREATE HARD TIMES
ONE CAN & MUST HAVE AN OPEN MIND WHEN RESEARCHING CONSPIRACY THEORY

HOWEVER, WHEN SAID THEORY DEVOLVES INTO FLATTERY, ONE MUST RETREAT POST HASTE

It's always darkest before the Don...

U.S. BORDER
More coup plotters exposed!

Now includes Bill Priestap, an FBI assistant director for CI.

The Deeper Coup Trap

The Leaker:
Four old friends and political allies

On the take, and on the make

The Mulch:
White House director, served to protect Clinton

The Tool:
How four corrupt swamp lawyers conspired to take down the president, to cover their asses.

The Hatchet Man:
Andrew Weissman, approved corrupt Russian deals while heading Obama's DOJ.

The Assassin:
Peter Strzok, the political hatchet man, reversed 9-0 by SCOTUS after destroying 1000s of jobs.

The Connection:
Bruce Ohr, Nellie Ohr, "Mueller's right hand man.

The Insider:
Adam Schiff, Neil McCabe, Lisa Page, FBI attorney, now on Mueller's Get Trump team.

I'm going to need a bigger chart!

Class friends and political allies know the early 1990s

CLINTON Foundation
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Rail sabotage near Medford Oregon in solidarity with the Olympia train blockade

NOVEMBER 30, 2017

Submitted Anonymously

A few days ago, inspired by the Olympia train Blockade, we used copper wire to signal a blockage and disrupt rail traffic near Medford Oregon. Railways are easily accessible and everywhere. Sabotage is fun and easy.

-some more anarchists
Amtrak - at least 6 dead
The Canadian Press - Dec 18, 2017 / 1:05 pm

Photo: Twitter

UPDATE: 1 p.m.
SHIT. THEY KNOW ABOUT THE MONEY LAUNDERING, CHILD TRAFFICKING & FAKE TERRORISM. WHAT DO WE DO?

LUL. WUT?

FAKE ALIENS!

WE REQUIRE YOUR ASSISTANCE TO COMBAT THE STORM
What is this I hear about a private meeting away from FBI HQ by high ranking FBI agents, trying to get their stories and alibis straight?

WE SEE ALL.

Our reach is VAST.

#TruePundit #QAnon #FollowTheWhiteRabbit #TheStorm
THE FINAL HOUR Draws Near

FOR THE GREAT AWAKENING
THE FINAL HOURS DRAW NEAR

TO BEGIN THE GREAT AWAKENING
HEY!

GOT ANY OF THAT ADRENOCHROME?
When you come out of a six day bender and the Saudis start asking where their investment went
REJECTED BY AMERICA

THIS IS THE FACE OF FAILURE

- Hollywood celebrities shilled for her.
- The entire Mainstream Media shilled for her.
- Multi national banks supported her.
- Mega Corporations supported her.
- The Advertising Industry supported her.
- The Military Industrial Complex supported her.
- She spent millions to hire social media promoters.
- Muslim Nations gave her millions.
- The Internet companies supported her.
- George Soros supported her.
- The FBI and the DoJ conspired to help her.
- The DNC rigged the primaries for her.
- #NeverTrump supported her.
- Black Lives Matter supported her.
- Feminists supported her.
- The GOP establishment supported her.
- Leaders of foreign nations supported her.
- Bernie Sanders shilled for her.
- President Obama shilled for her.
- All of the living former presidents supported her.
- Her serious health problems were covered up.
- People were murdered on her behalf.
- They rigged the debates for her.
- They used voter fraud to help her.
- The polls were always in her favor.
- She spent $500,000 a day on advertising.
- She spent over $1.3 BILLION on her campaign.
- Everyone expected her to win.
- Newsweek printed a special victory issue for her.
- She threatened Electoral College Voters.
- Many states were forced to do a recount...

... AND SHE STILL LOST!!!
Bombshell: Hillary Clinton 'Pedophile Sex Tape' About To Be Released
HILLARY CLINTON IN HER FINAL FORM
CRIKEY! I CAUGHT ME A

HIVITE!
we will only see 20%

Jingle bells, Jingle bells. Corruption smells, they almost got away. But along came Trump and he kicked their rumps. It's Q-mas everyday, hey!

#QAnon #FollowTheWhiteRabbit #TheStorm
There will be Joy again in Whoville.

that feeling you have when you realize that you married a WAR CRIMINAL.
HEARD Q CAN'T SLEEP ANYMORE.

DJT .45 ACP

MAGA
"The two most important days in your life are the day you are born and the day you find out why."

~Mark Twain

THE FEW THE PROUD
THE MARINES
That moment when you finally realize
Maverick is the Manchurian Candidate
BETRAY AMERICA
JUST ONE MORE TIME!

THE FACE YOU MAKE WHEN REPORTERS TELL YOU THAT THE STORM HAS ARRIVED

WANTS SCOTLAND TO JOIN THE EU
WILLIAM WALLACE WOULD SPIT IN HER FACE
MERRY CHRISTMAS!
Moloch

Moloch is the biblical name of a Canaanite god associated with child sacrifice. The name of this deity is also sometimes spelled Molech, Milcom, or Malcam.

W More at Wikipedia
There is a long list of naughty politicians this year.
Nothing is random.

www.DB-Q.com

#QAnon

DON'T YOU EVER

SPELL MY NAME NETANYAHHOO AGAIN
NOTHING IS BEYOND OUR REACH
NWO – EVIL AGENDA

MAJOR = Families
MINOR = Families

MAJOR = Secret Societies
MINOR = Secret Societies

MAJ = Deep State Heads (Overt)
MIN = Deep State Minions (Covert)

MAJ = Specific Large Companies - (CEOs)
MIN = Foundations, NGOs – (Movement)

Physical Coercion - Muscle = (Overt/Covert)
Mental Coercion - Propaganda = (Overt/Covert)

Bloodlines = Rothchilds ($), Soros, House of Saud (Fixed), Rockefellers
Puppets = Royal Family, Vatican, Clintons, Bushes, Obamas, Merkel, etc.
Straight Evil = Illuminati, Council of Foreign Relations, Bildeberg, etc
Evil at Top = Skull and Bones, Bohemian Grove, Masons
SWAMP = World Leaders, Congress, Agency Heads
Faceless = 7th Floor CIA, FBI, Fed

NWO Schools = Google, Facebook, Twitter, SpaceX
"Charities" = Clinton Foundation, McCain Foundation, etc
Dirty Work = MS-13, Antifa, BLM, MB
Brainwash = MSM, Hollywood, Universities

GOOD – Mankind

Alliance = (Lower levels of Agencies, Military Intelligence, Special Ops, Anons)
We Sold Nuke Blueprints To Russia

I SOLD U.S. URANIUM TO RUSSIA NORTH KOREA AND IRAN
“ACCEPT CHALLENGES, SO THAT YOU MAY FEEL THE EXHILARATION OF VICTORY.”

~ GEORGE S. PATTON
THE STORM? I HAVE NOT HEARD ABOUT ANY STORMS.
WHEN WE DISCOVERED THE LAIR OF THE BEAST

THE VERMIN SCATTERED WHEN EXPOSED
THE PLAN
IS GOING ACCORDING TO PLAN

THE FACE YOU MAKE AFTER READING CBTS
THE DARK SECRETS BEHIND THE POPE’S AUDIENCE HALL (IT’S A GIANT REPTILIAN)

JOE MARTINO × NOVEMBER 17, 2017
SOME KIND OF WEIRD STATUS SYMBOL?

LOOKS LIKE HARRY REID'S BLACK EYE. WTF?

SEEMS LEGIT
Q

Q

I am growing STRONGER
Q News Network

SHOUT OUT TO MY NIGGA

Q
Ted Cruz and Donald Trump Jr. mock Barak Obama with racist cookie.
breathe.

in. out.
RUSSIA TRUMPS EVERYTHING

HTTPS://QCODEFAQ.GITHUB.IO/ IS A CANARD!
BILL'S AND BARACK'S ADMINISTRATIONS WORKED
SO WELL WITH FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS AND US BUREAUCRATS.

MR WALLACE TOLD ME

IT WAS RUSSIAN WALNUT SAUCE
Your adversary the Devil, as a roaring Lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour.

- I Peter 5:8

SATAN/Lion King
"ELDEST SON" INSIGNIA
THE ANTICHRIST
KNIGHT OF THE ORDER
4 CROWNS
UNCORN OR "LITTLE HORN"
EYES OF MAN
WHITE HORSE (Rev.6)
Merovingian Crown
4 BEASTS
CHAINED TO SATAN
Cain's Line to Merovingian
FEET OF A BEAR
CELTIC ARTHUR
The entire Beast itself is the Beast of Revelation Chapter 13 and Verse 1-2

THE ANTICHRIST
"ELDEST SON" INSIGNIA
KNIGHT OF THE ORDER
4 CROWNS
UNCORN OR "LITTLE HORN"
EYES OF MAN
WHITE HORSE (Rev.6)
Merovingian Crown
4 BEASTS
CHAINED TO SATAN
Cain's Line to Merovingian
ORDER OF THE GARTER
RED DRAGON OF WALES
"ICHI DIEN" 
I SERVE
SATAN

MOUTH OF A LION
10 LIONS
[10 Kings w/ AntiChrist]
BODY OF A LEOPARD
Harps of David
[Bloodline of Messiah]
FEET OF A BEAR
CELTIC ARTHUR
The entire Beast itself is the Beast of Revelation Chapter 13 and Verse 1-2

CROWN PRINCE OF WALES
Chained over 15 points = King over 12
Tribes of Israel + Ephraim, Manasseh and Cainte

I SOLEMNLY SWEAR

TO RIP THEM ALL A NEW ONE
Who's going to pull the plug on the Swamp?

I've got a secret
You'll find out
I find it amusing that people feel confident they KNOW what Sessions is or isn't doing.

He's not going to announce every move he makes. THAT would be utterly stupid. An effective AG flys below the radar until the time is right.

I've known him & his family since the 1980s. Ethical, honorable & loyal.

Despite what you hear, his nickname while in AL was "the silent executioner".

~ Anonymous
You Will Learn

I Was Always On Your Side

ya, I'm just an ole country lawyer

but I'm a very CLEVER country lawyer
AND JUST AS THEY THOUGHT THEY WERE WINNING

THAT'S WHEN I REALLY GAVE THEM THE SHAFT

Keep lying... I KNOW the TRUTH!
He is smiling, why?

He knows all!

When they think you're sleeping

But you really hear everything
Quiet and smart!
Billionaire Criminals
+ Civil Forfeiture
_____________________
= Budget Surplus

#CBTS #FollowTheWhiteRabbit

I SOLEMNLY SWEAR

TO RIP THEM ALL A NEW ONE
WHEN YOU'RE OFF TO THE SIDE

WAITING TO STRIKE

yes Captain, she turned into a really big snake
IS THE SHITPOST STORM

OVER YET?

SHUT IT DOWN
Solar Warden Space Fleet

USSS HILLENKOETTER

Date of Commission: 1988
Type: Classified Interplanetary Exploration Spacecraft (Sol)
Purpose: According to famed internet hacker, Gary McKinnon, these spacecraft are part of the "Solar Warden" program and the US currently operates eight of these ships. They are said to be part of a secret military space program spearheaded by the US Naval Space Weapons Division (MILAB). McKinnon found several files listing "non-terrestrial officers" as well as "vito to ship transfers" with ship names that don't exist in the US Navy, namely the USSS Hillenkoetter and the USSS Curtis Lemay. One of the photos he managed to view was, in his words, above Earth's hemisphere. It looks like a satellite, it has six domes around it and push button doors alongside above it, it has a left end and a right end and on both ends of it, although it was a low resolution image it was quite close up. These craft are said to be longer than two football fields placed end to end and nearly as long as an aircraft carrier.

Combined with testimony from MILAB whistleblower Casey Goodson regarding the Solar Warden ships, we are able to piece together a possible look and feel of the ships they both discuss. Given that the program would have begun in the late 80s it's reasonable to assume it would look like something produced by a joint venture between all of the top manufacturer manufacturers of the time, Lockheed, Northrop, Boeing and British aerospace.
We have a special place picked out for George Soros. Very special.

#QAnon
REALLY SPECIAL PLACE

A REAL SPECIAL PLACE..
This is so under-cooked I saw a fart bubble in the walnut sauce!

Uhm excuse me ma'am...

I ordered a hot dog...
WAIT A MINUTE..

THAT'S NOT PIZZA!

You idiots! This isn't even cooked!
THE STORM HAS ARRIVED

WHAT A BEAUTIFUL STORM
The Storm is HERE!
WE ARE COMING FOR YOU!
THERE IS NO WHERE TO HIDE!

A STORM IS COMING...
- Satanists
- Rothschilds
- House of Saud
- George and Alex Soros
- "Renegade"
- Anti-Americans
- "Pizza" lovers
- Traitors

PREPARE TO GET REKT!

GOD SPEED PATRIOTS
THE STORM

IS UPON US
WE ARE THE STORM!

~QANON~

WE ARE THE STORM!
All Eyes on Adam Schiff - House Republicans Call For Inquiry Into Russia Investigation Leaks - Demand Leakers be Removed, Disciplined

December 18, 2017  by Cristina Laila  30 Comments
With the strategy that I announced today, we are declaring that AMERICA is in the game and AMERICA is DETERMINED to WIN!

OUR FOUR PILLARS OF NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGY:

Our rivals are tough, tenacious, & committed to the long term & so are we! To succeed, we must INTEGRATE every dimension of our NAT’L STRENGTH & we must COMPETE w/every instrument of our NAT’L POWER.
Interesting choice of words today by @POTUS

President Trump calls for a Great Awakening

A resurgence of Confidence, A rebirth of Patriotism, Prosperity and Pride.

#MAGA #QAnon #TheStorm

"GREAT AWAKENING"
YOU TELL ALL YOUR FRIENDS THAT I'M COMING

AND JUSTICE IS COMING WITH ME, BITCH
I KNOW WHAT YOU DID

YOU'RE GOING TO JAIL
"a nation without borders is not a nation"

~President Donald J. Trump

WE SAID NO
PRAY

CBTS
W-W-W-WAIT

CAN IT NOT BE BOTH?